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1 Introduction
Let X be a compact Kähler manifold with holomorphically trivial canonical bundle.
By Yau’s solution to the Calabi conjecture [43], X admits a Ricci-flat Kähler metric.
However, there are many compact complex manifolds X with holomorphically trivial
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canonical bundle not admitting any Kähler metric, and it arises the question of exis-
tence of canonical Hermitian metrics in this setting. Candidates for dealing with this
problem are the solutions to the Strominger system. In [39], Strominger investigated
the heterotic superstring background with non-zero torsion, which led to a complicated
system of partial differential equations. Roughly speaking, the system requires X to
be a compact complex conformally balanced manifold with holomorphically trivial
canonical bundle, equipped with an instanton A satisfying the anomaly cancellation
equation
dT = α
′
4
(
tr  ∧  − tr A ∧ A
)
, (1.1)
for a non-zero constant α′ which is the slope parameter in string theory. Here, T
denotes the 3-form defined by the torsion of the Strominger–Bismut connection of the
Hermitian metric,  is the curvature form of some metric connection ∇ and A is the
curvature form of the instanton A, i.e., A is the curvature form of a connection on
a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle (E, h) over X which satisfies the Hermitian–
Yang–Mills equation.
Any Kähler Calabi–Yau manifold solves the Strominger system taking e.g., A =
, and in the last years many efforts have been made in constructing solutions on
non-Kähler manifolds, more specifically in complex dimension 3. In [30], Li and
Yau obtained the first non-Kähler solutions to the Strominger system on a Kähler
Calabi–Yau manifold, which was further extended in [3]. Based on a construction in
[27], Fu and Yau proved the existence of solutions to the Strominger system on non-
Kähler Calabi–Yau manifolds given as a T2-bundle over a K 3 surface [23,24], see
[34] for solutions in all dimensions. Recently, Phong, Picard, and Zhang investigating
the anomaly flow in [35] recapture the Fu–Yau results. Explicit smooth solutions to
the Strominger system on compact non-Kähler Calabi–Yau 3-folds with infinitely
many topological types and sets of Hodge numbers are constructed very recently in
[19] relying on the generalized Calabi–Gray construction outlined in [17]. Explicit
solutions on nilmanifolds have been constructed in [12,20,21,42], and more recently
invariant solutions were also found on some solvmanifolds and on compact quotient
of SL(2,C) in [18,33], see also [4]. On the other hand, some recent developments in
the infinitesimal moduli problem of the Strominger system were presented in [15,16]
and the relation of the Strominger system with generalized geometry is obtained for
instance in [2,26], see the notes [25] for more results on the subject.
Solutions of the Strominger system under deformations of the SU(3) structure, i.e.,
holomorphic deformations of the complex structure together with a deformation of the
conformally balanced condition, are investigated by de la Ossa and Svanes in [14], see
also [7] where the authors consider deformations of the complex structure only. It is
shown in [14] that under deformations of the complex structure alone the conformally
balanced condition gives rise to a complicated PDE which seems to be a difficult
equation to satisfy. In this note, we confirm in some sense this difficulty.
We say that a compact complex manifold X has the Strominger property if X admits
a solution to the Strominger system (see Definition 2.1). Any Kähler Calabi–Yau
manifold has the Strominger property, and any X satisfying the Strominger property
is in particular a balanced Hermitian manifold. By the well-known Bogomolov–
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Tian–Todorov theorem (announced in [11] and proved independently in [40,41]), the
deformation space of any Kähler Calabi–Yau manifold is unobstructed. In contrast to
this case, where any sufficiently small deformation of a Kähler Calabi–Yau manifold is
again Kähler Calabi–Yau, it was proved in [1] by Alessandrini and Bassanelli, relying
on Michelsohn’s investigations in [32], that the balanced property is not stable under
small deformations of the complex structure. Since the compact complex manifolds X
satisfying the Strominger property constitute an important class between the class of
Kähler Calabi–Yau manifolds and the class of balanced manifolds, it arises the natural
question of whether that class is stable or not under holomorphic deformations of the
complex structure.
Our first goal in this paper is to prove that the Strominger property is not stable. We
will distinguish two cases depending on the sign of the slope parameter α′ in (1.1).
Furthermore, we will also prove that the Strominger property is not closed, i.e., the
central limit of a holomorphic family of solutions of the Strominger system may not
admit any solution.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall some terminology and results
on the Strominger system. In Sect. 3, we construct a holomorphic family (Xt)t∈ such
that X0 admits a solution to the Strominger system with positive α′, but there does not
exist any balanced metric on Xt for arbitrary small values of t = 0 (see Proposition 3.1
and Theorem 3.2). Hence, the Strominger property with positive slope parameter α′ is
not stable. For the construction of such a family, we first analyze the space of invariant
complex structures on the manifold underlying the Iwasawa manifold, which leads us
to consider a compact complex manifold X0 satisfying certain specific condition on
its Bott–Chern cohomology group of bidegree (2, 2).
In Sect. 4, we prove that the Strominger property with positive slope parameter α′
is not closed under holomorphic deformations. Indeed, there is a holomorphic family
of compact complex manifolds (Xt)t∈ such that Xt has a solution to the Strominger
system with α′ > 0 for any t ∈  − {0}, but there does not exist any such solution
on its central limit X0 (see Theorem 4.1). To prove this result, we further study the
family (Xt)t∈ constructed in [13] to answer a question in [36] about the closedness
of the balanced property. We prove that for any t = 0, the manifold Xt has a solution
to the Strominger system with α′ > 0. Hence, the non-closedness result comes from
the fact that the central limit X0 does not admit any balanced metric.
Section 5 is devoted to the negative slope parameter case, and we show that again
the Strominger property with α′ < 0 is neither open nor closed under holomorphic
deformations. It should be remarked that the results obtained in Sects. 3 and 4 for
α′ > 0 cannot be applied directly to the α′ < 0 case. However, we make use of a
non-flat instanton A constructed in [12] to reverse the sign of the slope parameter in
the solutions found in Sects. 3 and 4.
2 The Strominger System
The Strominger system [28,39] is a system of partial differential equations character-
izing the compactification of heterotic superstrings with torsion. The bosonic fields
of the ten-dimensional supergravity which arises as low energy effective theory of the
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heterotic string are the spacetime metric g, the NS three-form field strength (flux) H ,
the dilaton φ and the gauge connection A with curvature 2-form A. The bosonic
geometry is of the form R1,9−d × Xd , where the bosonic fields are non-trivial only
on Xd , d ≤ 8. We consider the connection ∇+ = ∇g + 12 H , where ∇g is the Levi-
Civita connection of the Riemannian metric g. This connection preserves the metric,
∇+g = 0, and has totally skew-symmetric torsion H .
A heterotic geometry preserves supersymmetry if and only if in ten dimensions
there exists at least one Majorana–Weyl spinor  such that the following Killing spinor
equations hold [9,39]
∇+ = 0,
(
dφ − 1
2
H
)
·  = 0, A ·  = 0, (2.1)
where · means Clifford action of forms on spinors.
The system of Killing spinor equations (2.1) together with the anomaly cancellation
condition (1.1) is known as the Strominger system [39].
In dimension d = 6, Strominger shows in [39] that the first two equations in
(2.1) imply the 6-manifold X is a compact conformally balanced Hermitian manifold
with holomorphically trivial canonical bundle. Indeed, the first equation means that
the holonomy group of the connection ∇+ is contained in SU(3), i.e., the manifold X
admits a ∇+-parallel almost Hermitian structure (g, J ) with a nowhere vanishing ∇+-
parallel (3, 0)-form 0, and the second equation forces the almost complex structure
J to be integrable, the three-form H = −d F(J., J., J.) = Jd F , where F is the
Kähler 2-form, F = g(., J.), and the Lee form θ to be exact, θ = δF ◦ J = 2dφ.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the (3,0)-form  = e−2φ0 is closed, and therefore
holomorphic, and the metric g¯ = e−2φg is balanced, i.e., its Lee form vanishes which
is equivalent to the Kähler form F¯ to be co-closed, δ F¯ = 0 (see [32] for properties
and examples of balanced Hermitian manifolds).
The last equation in (2.1) is the instanton condition which means that the curvature
A is contained in the Lie algebra su(3) of the Lie group SU(3), i.e., A ∧ F2 = 0
and (A)0,2 = (A)2,0 = 0, which is the well-known Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau
instanton.
Thus, let X be a (compact) complex 3-fold with holomorphically trivial canonical
bundle and fix a nowhere vanishing holomorphic (3,0)-form . Let F be a Hermitian
metric on X and denote by ||||F the norm of  with respect to the metric F . Li
and Yau showed in [30] that the first two equations in (2.1) are equivalent to single
equation d(||||F · F2) = 0. Let (E, h, A) be a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle
over X with curvature 2-form A. According to [30], the Strominger system can be
written as follows:
d(||||F · F2) = 0,
A ∧ F2 = 0, (A)0,2 = (A)2,0 = 0,
d(Jd F) = α
′
4
(
tr  ∧  − tr A ∧ A
)
.
(2.2)
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The connection ∇+ with totally skew-symmetric torsion preserving the Hermitian
structure (g, J, F) is unique determined by the torsion 3-form T = H = Jd F =
−d F(J., J., J.). This connection was used by Bismut to prove a local index formula
for the Dolbeault operator on non-Kähler Hermitian manifolds [10] which was applied
in string theory [8]. This remarkable connection is known as the Strominger–Bismut
connection.
We introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.1 We will say that a compact complex manifold X has the Strominger
property if X admits a solution to (2.2), that is to say, X has holomorphically trivial
canonical bundle admitting a conformally balanced Hermitian metric and an instanton
bundle E solving the anomaly cancellation equation (1.1).
In this definition, we refer to any solution of the Strominger system, that is, we
do not restrict the connection or the instanton in the anomaly cancellation equation.
However, for the solutions that we will construct in the paper it will be enough to
consider the Strominger–Bismut connection, i.e.,  in (1.1) will be the curvature of
∇ = ∇+. The trivial instanton A = 0 will be enough in our study of the Strominger
property for the case α′ > 0 (but not for negative α′, see Sect. 5).
Our aim in this paper is to study the Strominger property under holomorphic defor-
mations of the complex structure. We will use the following terminology. Let  be
an open disc, that we can suppose around the origin, in C. Following [36, Definition
1.12], a given property P of a compact complex manifold is said to be open (or stable)
under holomorphic deformations if for every holomorphic family of compact complex
manifolds (Xt)t∈ and for every t0 ∈ , the following implication holds:
Xt0 has the property P 	⇒ Xt has the property P for all t ∈  sufficiently close
to t0.
A given property P of a compact complex manifold is said to be closed under holo-
morphic deformations, if for every holomorphic family of compact complex manifolds
(Xt)t∈ and for every t0 ∈  the following implication holds:
Xt has the property P for all t ∈  − {t0} 	⇒ Xt0 has the property P.
In [1] and [13] it is proved, respectively, that the balanced property is neither open
nor closed (in the balanced class). Roughly speaking, what we will prove in the next
sections is that the balanced property is neither open nor closed even in the Strominger
class, both in the case of positive slope parameter as well as in the case of negative
slope parameter. This clearly implies the non-openness and the non-closedness of the
Strominger property under holomorphic deformations.
3 The Strominger Property with Positive α′ is Not Stable
In this section, we show that the Strominger property with positive slope parameter α′
in (1.1) is not stable by small deformations of the complex structure. We will prove a
stronger result, namely that a small holomorphic deformation of a compact complex
manifold satisfying the Strominger system with α′ > 0 may not admit any balanced
metric.
We will focus on the complex geometry of the (real) manifold underlying the
Iwasawa manifold. Let us denote by M this 6-dimensional compact manifold. It is
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well known that M is a nilmanifold, i.e., it is a compact manifold M = 
\G obtained
as a quotient of a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G by a lattice 
 of maximal
rank. The Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to h5 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 13+ 42, 14+ 23) (in the
notation of [38]).
We consider invariant complex structures J on M , that is to say, J is a complex
structure coming from a left-invariant complex structure on G by passing to the quo-
tient. By [38], the canonical bundle of any (M, J ) is holomorphically trivial. To our
knowledge, it is an open question if the Iwasawa manifold, i.e., M with its standard
complex parallelizable structure, can admit or not any solution to the Strominger sys-
tem with α′ > 0 (see Sect. 5 for more details). Next we look for appropriate invariant
complex structures on M .
There are many invariant complex structures on M , but in order to prove the non-
stability of the balanced property for solutions of the Strominger system with α′ > 0,
we need to find an invariant complex structure J on M admitting such solutions and
for which the dimension of the Bott–Chern cohomology group H2,2BC (M, J ) does not
attain a minimum in the space of all invariant complex structures on M . Indeed, such
a choice is necessary for performing later an appropriate holomorphic deformation,
since by [5, Proposition 4.1] if {Xt }t∈(−ε,ε), ε > 0, is any differentiable family of
deformations of a compact balanced manifold X0 of complex dimension n such that
the upper-semi-continuous function t → dimC Hn−1,n−1BC (Xt ) is constant, then Xt
also admits a balanced metric for any t close enough to 0.
From [29, Appendix] and [6, Table 2], it follows that the minimum value of the
dimension of the Bott–Chern cohomology group H2,2BC (M, J ) in the space of invariant
complex structures J on the manifold M is equal to 6. By [37, Theorem 2.6], the com-
plex structure of any sufficiently small deformation of (M, J ) is again invariant. So,
if (Xt)t∈ is any (sufficiently small) holomorphic deformation of a complex manifold
X0 = (M, J ) such that dimC H2,2BC (M, J ) = 6, then the function t → dimC H2,2BC (Xt)
is constant.
In conclusion, we need to find a complex structure admitting balanced metrics for
which the dimension of its Bott–Chern cohomology group of bidegree (2,2) is at least
7. But such complex structures are already classified in [29, Table 1]. In fact, up to
isomorphism of the complex structure (and apart from the Iwasawa manifold), we are
led to consider a complex structure J s in the following family:
dω1 = dω2 = 0, dω3 = ω12 + ω11¯ − s2 ω22¯, s ∈ (0, 1/2). (3.1)
From now on, given any s ∈ (0, 1/2), we will consider the compact complex
manifold Xs = (M, J s) of complex dimension 3, where M is the (real) nilmanifold
underlying the Iwasawa manifold and J s is the (integrable almost) complex structure
defined by the (1,0)-basis {ω1, ω2, ω3} satisfying Eq. (3.1). Here ω jk , resp. ω jk , means
the wedge product ω j ∧ωk , resp. ω j ∧ωk , where ωk indicates the complex conjugate
of ωk , and we shall use a similar abbreviated notation for forms of other bidegrees.
In the following result, we prove that any compact complex manifold Xs = (M, J s)
has the Strominger property with positive slope parameter in the anomaly cancellation
equation.
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Proposition 3.1 For every s ∈ (0, 12 ), the compact complex manifold Xs = (M, J s)
admits a solution to the Strominger system with α′ > 0.
Proof Firstly, notice that it follows directly from (3.1) that the (3, 0)-form s = s ω123
is holomorphic, so Xs has holomorphically trivial canonical bundle.
Let us consider the J s-Hermitian metric Fs on Xs given by
Fs = i2 (ω
11¯ + s2 ω22¯ + ω33¯). (3.2)
Using the structure equations given in Eq. (3.1), we have
−4 d Fs ∧ Fs = dω33¯ ∧ (ω11¯ + s2 ω22¯ + ω33¯)
= (ω123¯ + ω11¯3¯ − s2 ω22¯3¯ + ω11¯3 − s2 ω22¯3 − ω31¯2¯) ∧ (ω11¯ + s2 ω22¯)
= (ω11¯3¯ + ω11¯3) ∧ (s2 ω22¯) − s2 (ω22¯3¯ + ω22¯3) ∧ ω11¯
= 0.
Hence, d F2s = 0, i.e., the metric Fs is a balanced metric on Xs .
The torsion 3-form Ts = J sd Fs is given by
Ts = −12 (ω
123¯ − ω11¯3¯ + s2 ω22¯3¯ + ω11¯3 − s2 ω22¯3 + ω31¯2¯).
By (3.1) we get
dTs = d J sd Fs = 2 s
2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯. (3.3)
We will consider the Strominger–Bismut connection in the anomaly cancellation
condition. The curvature forms can be obtained more easily in a basis adapted to the
SU(3)-structure (Fs, s). Let {ek}6k=1 be the basis of real 1-forms defined as
e1 = Reω1, e2 = Imω1, e3 = Re (s ω2),
e4 = Im (s ω2), e5 = Reω3, e6 = Imω3,
that is, ω1 = e1 + i e2, s ω2 = e3 + i e4, and ω3 = e5 + i e6. Hence, the complex
structure J s and the SU(3)-structure (Fs, s) express as
J se1 = −e2, J se3 = −e4, J se5 = −e6,
Fs = e12 + e34 + e56,
s = (e1 + i e2) ∧ (e3 + i e4) ∧ (e5 + i e6).
In this adapted basis, the curvature 2-forms of the Strominger–Bismut connection,
which for simplicity we will denote by ij instead of (s)
i
j , are
12 = −4(e12 − e34) +
2
s
(e14 + e23) + 2
s2
e34,
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13 = 24 = −
1
s2
(e13 + e24),
14 = −23 = −
1
s2
(e14 − e23),
15 = 26 = −
2
s
e46,
16 = −25 =
2
s
e36,
34 = 4(e12 − e34) −
2
s
(e14 + e23) + 2
s2
e12,
35 = 46 = −
2
s
e26,
36 = −45 =
2
s
e16,
56 = −12 − 34 = −
2
s2
(e12 + e34).
Now, a direct calculation shows that
tr s ∧ s =
∑
1≤i< j≤6
ij ∧ ij = −16
4 s2 + 1
s6
e1234 = 4 4 s
2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯.
Taking A = 0 (see Remark 5.2 for solutions with non-flat instanton), from the
previous equality and (3.3), we get
2 s2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯ = dTs = α
′
4
(tr s ∧ s − tr A ∧ A) = 4 α′ 4 s
2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯.
Therefore, the anomaly cancellation equation is solved for positive α′ = 2 s2+14(4 s2+1) . unionsq
Next we want to perform an appropriate holomorphic deformation of the compact
complex manifold Xs = (M, J s). As we recalled above, since J s is an invariant
complex structure, by [37, Theorem 2.6] any sufficiently small deformation of J s is
given again by an invariant complex structure on the nilmanifold M . Notice also that
the Dolbeault cohomology of Xs is isomorphic to the Lie algebra cohomology, in
particular
H0,1(Xs) ∼= H0,1(h5, J s) =
〈[
ω1¯
]
,
[
ω2¯
]〉
.
Following an idea in [31, Example 8], we first consider invariant almost complex
structures J s, which are “near” to J s , defined by the following basis of (1,0)-forms
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ω1 = ω1 + 11 ω1¯ + 12 ω2¯,
ω2 = ω2 + 21 ω1¯ + 22 ω2¯,
ω3 = ω3,
(3.4)
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where the coefficients 11,
1
2,
2
1,
2
2 ∈ C. The integrability of the almost complex
structure J s is equivalent to the closedness of the (3, 0)-form
ω123 = ω123 + (21 ω11¯ + 22 ω12¯ − 11 ω21¯ − 12 ω22¯) ∧ ω3
+(1122 − 1221
)
ω1¯2¯3.
A direct calculation using (3.1) and (3.4) shows that J s is integrable if and only if
11
2
2 − 1221 + 12 + s2 21 = 0. (3.5)
In the following result, we prove the existence of a direction in the deformation
space such that the resulting compact complex manifolds do not admit any solution
to the Strominger system.
Theorem 3.2 There exists a holomorphic family of compact complex manifolds
(Xt)t∈ of complex dimension 3, where  = {t ∈ C | |t| < ε}, ε > 0, such
that Xt has holomorphically trivial canonical bundle for any t ∈ , and
(i) X0 admits a solution to the Strominger system with α′ > 0, but
(ii) Xt does not admit balanced metrics for any t ∈  − {Im t = 0}.
In particular, the Strominger property is not stable under small deformations of the
complex structure.
Proof Let s ∈ (0, 1/2) and consider X = Xs , where Xs is the compact complex
manifold constructed above. By Proposition 3.1, we know that X has the Strominger
property with α′ > 0. We will construct a small deformation Xt of X0 = X for which
there are non-zero t’s arbitrary close to 0 such that the compact complex manifold Xt
does not admit any balanced metric.
To construct such a deformation, we first choose 11 = 22 = 0 in (3.4). Now, the
integrability condition (3.5) is equivalent to21(12−s2)−12 = 0, where12,21 ∈ C.
We consider the open disc  = (0, s2) around 0 ∈ C and of radius s2, and we take
12 ∈ .
From now on, we denote 12 = t. Since t ∈ (0, s2) ⊂ C, we have t − s2 = 0
and the integrability condition (3.5) reduces to 21 = t/(t − s2). So, the system (3.4)
is written as follows:
ω1t = ω1 + t ω2¯, ω2t = ω2 +
t
t − s2 ω
1¯, ω3t = ω3, for t ∈ (0, s2). (3.6)
Hence, we have, for each t ∈ (0, s2), an invariant complex structure Jt defined by
this basis of bidegree (1,0) on the real nilmanifold M . We denote by Xt the compact
complex manifold (M, Jt).
Notice that since the Dolbeault cohomology group H0,1(X0) = 〈[ω1¯], [ω2¯]〉, one
can consider Xt as a small deformation of the compact complex manifold X0 given
by
t
t − s2
∂
∂z2
⊗ ω1¯ + t ∂
∂z1
⊗ ω2¯ ∈ H0, 1(X0, T 1,0 X0).
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Now, using (3.1), the complex structure equations of Xt are
dω1t = dω2t = 0, dω3t = a(t) ω12t + b(t) ω11¯t + c(t) ω22¯t ,
where
a(t) = (t − s2) t¯(1 − t¯) − s
2
|t − |t|2 − s2|2 , b(t) = −s
2 t¯(1 − t) − s2
|t − |t|2 − s2|2 ,
c(t) = |t − s2|2 t(1 − t¯) − s
2
|t − |t|2 − s2|2 .
Notice that a(0) = b(0) = 1 and c(0) = −s2, so the coefficients are non-zero for
sufficiently small t. Furthermore, a direct calculation shows that t = |t|2 + s2 and
a(t), b(t), c(t) do not vanish for any t ∈ (0, s2).
Let us consider the new basis {η1t , η2t , η3t } of bidegree (1,0) for Xt defined by
η1t = a(t) ω1t , η2t =
|a(t)|2
b(t)
ω2t , η
3
t =
|a(t)|2
b(t)
ω3t .
This basis satisfies
dη1t = dη2t = 0, dη3t = η12t + η11¯t + D(t) η22¯t ,
where
D(t) = b(t) c(t)|a(t)|2 = −s
2 (t − |t|2 − s2)2
|t − t2 − s2|2 .
Since every Xt is a nilmanifold endowed with an invariant complex structure, by
symmetrization [22], the compact complex manifold Xt has a balanced metric if and
only if it has an invariant one. Now, by [42, Proposition 2.3] any invariant Hermitian
metric F on Xt can be written as
2F = i(η11¯t + p2 η22¯t + q2 η33¯t
) + u η12¯t − u¯ η21¯t ,
for some p, q ∈ R∗, u ∈ C with p2 > |u|2. Moreover, the metric F is balanced if and
only if
p2 + D(t) = 0.
Next we prove that the previous condition does not hold for any t ∈ (0, s2)−{Im t =
0}. Indeed, a direct calculation shows that D(t) is real if and only if
t2 (t
2
1 + t22 − t1 + s2) = 0, (3.7)
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where t1 = Re (t) and t2 = Im (t), i.e., t = t1 + i t2. It is easy to see that t21 + t22 −
t1 + s2 = 0 for any t ∈ (0, s2), so the condition (3.7) is satisfied if and only if
t2 = 0. Therefore, for any t ∈ (0, s2) − {t2 = 0} we have that Im D(t) = 0 and the
balanced condition is not satisfied. unionsq
4 The Strominger Property with Positive α′ is Not Closed
Our aim in this section is to prove that the Strominger property with positive slope
parameter is not closed under holomorphic deformations.
We will focus on the complex geometry of the nilmanifold corresponding to the
nilpotent Lie algebra h4 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 23) in the notation of [38]. This
6-dimensional compact manifold, which we will denote by N , has many invariant
complex structures J . By [38], the canonical bundle of any (N , J ) is holomorphically
trivial.
Let J0 be the invariant complex structure on N defined by a (1,0)-basis {η1, η2, η3}
satisfying the equations
dη1 = dη2 = 0, dη3 = i
2
η11¯ + 1
2
η12¯ + 1
2
η21¯. (4.1)
Maclaughlin, Pedersen, Poon, and Salamon studied in [31, Example 8] the deformation
parameter space of J0. Any invariant complex structure sufficiently near to J0 has a
basis of (1,0)-forms {η1, η2, η3} that can be written as
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
η1 = η1 + 11 η1¯ + 12 η2¯,
η2 = η2 + 21 η1¯ + 22 η2¯,
η3 = η3 + 33 η3¯,
(4.2)
where the coefficients 11,
1
2,
2
1,
2
2,
3
3 ∈ C are sufficiently small, and they satisfy
the integrability condition. Notice that the latter is equivalent to the closedness of the
(3,0)-form η123 , and using (4.1) it is given by
i
(
1 + 33
)
12 =
(
1 − 33
)(
11 − 22
)
. (4.3)
We will consider a holomorphic family constructed in [13] to answer a question in
[36] about the closedness of the balanced property. Let us take 11 = t, 12 = −it
and 21 = 22 = 33 = 0 in the parameter space (4.2), where t ∈  = (0, 1) ={t ∈ C | |t| < 1}. That is to say, for each t ∈ , we consider the basis {η1t , η2t , η3t } of
(1,0)-forms given by
η1t = η1 + tη1¯ − itη2¯, η2t = η2, η3t = η3. (4.4)
This basis defines an invariant complex structure Jt on the nilmanifold N , and we
denote by Xt the corresponding compact complex manifold (N , Jt).
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In [13, Theorem 5.9], it is proved that a compact complex manifold in the holo-
morphic family (Xt)t∈ has a balanced metric if and only if t ∈  − {0}. Thus, there
does not exist any balanced metric on the central limit X0 = (N , J0), and the balanced
property is not closed by holomorphic deformations.
In the following result, we prove that any compact complex manifold Xt, t = 0,
admits in addition a solution to the Strominger system with positive slope parameter
α′.
Theorem 4.1 There exists a holomorphic family of compact complex manifolds
(Xt)t∈, where  = {t ∈ C | |t| < 1}, such that Xt has holomorphically trivial
canonical bundle for any t ∈ , and
(i) Xt admits a solution to the Strominger system with α′ > 0 for every t ∈ −{0},
(ii) X0 does not admit any balanced Hermitian metric.
In particular, the Strominger property with positive slope parameter is not closed
under holomorphic deformations.
Proof A direct calculation using (4.1) shows that the complex structure equations for
Xt, with respect to the basis (4.4), are
dη1t = dη2t = 0, 2(1 − |t|2) dη3t = 2t¯η12t + iη11¯t + η12¯t + η21¯t − i |t|2η22¯t , (4.5)
for each t ∈ .
By [13, Theorem 5.9], the compact complex manifold X0 does not admit any
balanced metric. For each t ∈  − {0}, we consider the Hermitian metric Ft,r on Xt
given by
Ft,r = i2
(
η11¯t + |t|2 η22¯t + r2 η33¯t
)
, (4.6)
where r ∈ R∗. Now,
−4 d Ft,r ∧ Ft,r = r2 dη33¯t ∧
(
η11¯t + |t|2 η22¯t + r2 η33¯t
)
= r2 (dη3t ∧ η3¯t − η3t ∧ dη3¯t
) ∧ (η11¯t + |t|2 η22¯t
)
= 0,
because dη3t ∧ (η11¯t + |t|2 η22¯t ) = 0 by (4.5). Hence, the metric Ft,r is a balanced
metric on Xt for any 0 < |t| < 1 and r ∈ R∗.
For each t ∈  − {0}, we consider the real basis of 1-forms {e1, . . . , e6} defined
as
e1 = Re η1t , e2 = Im η1t , e3 = Re (|t| η2t ),
e4 = Im (|t| η2t ), e5 = Re (r η3t ), e6 = Im (r η3t ),
that is,
e1 + i e2 = η1t , e3 + i e4 = |t| η2t , e5 + i e6 = r η3t .
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Hence, the complex structure Jt and the SU(3)-structure (Ft,r , t,r = r |t| η123t )
express in this basis as
Jte1 = −e2, Jte3 = −e4, Jte5 = −e6,
Ft,r = e12 + e34 + e56, (4.7)
t,r = (e1 + i e2) ∧ (e3 + i e4) ∧ (e5 + i e6).
Moreover, it follows from (4.5) that the structure equations in the adapted basis
{ek}6k=1 are
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
de1 = de2 = de3 = de4 = 0,
de5 = r
1 − |t|2 (e
12 − e34) + r t1|t|(1 − |t|2) (e
13 − e24) + r t2|t|(1 − |t|2) (e
14 + e23),
de6 = − r t2|t|(1 − |t|2) (e
13 − e24) − r (1 − t1)|t|(1 − |t|2)e
14 + r (1 + t1)|t|(1 − |t|2)e
23,
(4.8)
where t1 = Re (t) and t2 = Im (t), i.e., t = t1 + i t2.
Using (4.8), we get that the torsion 3-form Tt,r = Jtd Ft,r is given by
|t|(1 − |t|2)
r
Tt,r = |t| e125 − t1 e135 + t2 e136 − t2 e145 − (1 + t1) e146
− t2 e235 + (1 − t1)e236 + t1 e245 − t2 e246 − |t|e345.
Again from (4.8), we get
dTt,r = −2 r
2(1 + 3|t|2)
|t|2(1 − |t|2)2 e
1234 = r
2(1 + 3|t|2)
2(1 − |t|2)2 η
11¯22¯
t .
In the last equality, we have used the relation e1234 = −|t|24 η11¯22¯t .
A long but direct calculation shows that, in the adapted basis {ek}6k=1, the curvature
2-forms of the Strominger–Bismut connection, which for simplicity we will denote
by ij instead of (t,r )
i
j , are as follows:
ρ(t, r)12 = −|t|2 e12 − t1|t| (e13 − e24) − t2|t| (e14 + e23) + 3|t|2 e34,
ρ(t, r)13 = −|t|2 (e13 + e24) + 2|t| e56,
ρ(t, r)14 = −t2 (e13 − e24) − (1 − t1 + |t|2)e14 + (1 + t1 + |t|2)e23,
ρ(t, r)15 = −t2(e16 + |t| e35) + t1(e26 + |t| e45),
ρ(t, r)16 = −t1(e16 + |t| e35) − t2(e26 + |t| e45),
ρ(t, r)34 = 3|t|2 e12 + t1|t| (e13 − e24) + t2|t| (e14 + e23) − |t|2 e34,
ρ(t, r)35 = −t2(|t| e15 − e36) + t1(|t| e25 − e46),
ρ(t, r)36 = −t1(|t| e15 − e36) − t2(|t| e25 − e46),
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where ρ(t, r) = |t|2(1−|t|2)2
r2
. The other curvature 2-forms are given by the relations:
23 = −14, 24 = 13, 25 = −16, 26 = 15, 45 = −36, 46 = 35, and 56 =
−12 − 34.
Now, we have
tr t,r ∧ t,r =
∑
1≤i< j≤6
ij ∧ ij
= −4 r4 1 + |t|
2 + 2|t|4
|t|4(1 − |t|2)4 e
1234 = r4 1 + |t|
2 + 2|t|4
|t|2(1 − |t|2)4 η
11¯22¯
t .
Taking the trivial instanton A = 0 (see Remark 5.4 for solutions with non-flat
instanton), we conclude that for each t such that 0 < |t| < 1, there exists a solution
to the anomaly cancellation equation with positive α′. Indeed, from the equality
r2(1 + 3|t|2)
2(1 − |t|2)2 η
11¯22¯
t = dTt,r
= α
′
4
(tr t,r ∧ t,r − tr A ∧ A)
= α′ r
4(1 + |t|2 + 2|t|4)
4|t|2(1 − |t|2)4 η
11¯22¯
t ,
we are led to the following positive value for the slope parameter:
α′ = 2 |t|
2(1 + 3|t|2)(1 − |t|2)2
r2(1 + |t|2 + 2|t|4) > 0.
unionsq
5 The Negative Slope Parameter Case
In this section, we focus on the Strominger property for negative slope parameter α′.
The first solutions of this kind were obtained in [12] on the Iwasawa manifold by
using a certain abelian instanton A (see the proof of Theorem 5.1). In [20], it is proved
that there is no invariant solution to the Strominger system with α′ > 0 with respect
to the Chern, Strominger–Bismut, Levi–Civita or the ∇− = ∇g − 12 H connections in
the anomaly cancellation equation. However, to our knowledge, it is an open question
if the Iwasawa manifold can admit or not any solution to the Strominger system with
α′ > 0.
Explicit solutions with α′ < 0 on nilmanifolds, solvmanifolds, and on compact
quotient of SL(2,C) are constructed in [18,20,21,33,42], both with trivial or non-flat
instanton, and with respect to a family of connections in the anomaly cancellation
equation. On the other hand, in [23], Fu and Yau obtained solutions to the Strominger
system with negative α′ on a class of complex 3-dimensional manifolds constructed
by Goldstein and Prokushkin [27]. More recently, Phong, Picard, and Zhang solved in
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[34] the Fu–Yau equation with negative slope parameter in arbitrary dimensions and
studied its relation to a certain modification of the Strominger system.
An interesting question is what are the differences and similarities of the geometric
properties of the positive and the negative slope parameter cases. Notice that, a non-
stability result similar to Theorem 3.2 in the case of negative α′ follows directly from
[1] and [12]. Indeed, by [12], the Iwasawa manifold has a solution to the Strominger
system with α′ < 0, and by [1] there are small holomorphic deformations of the
Iwasawa manifold not admitting any balanced metric. However, we do not know of
any result about closedness of the Strominger property for negative α′. Next we prove
a similar result to Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 5.1 The Strominger property with negative slope parameter is neither open
nor closed under holomorphic deformations.
Proof As we noticed above, there are small deformations of the Iwasawa manifold
showing that the Strominger property with α′ < 0 is not stable. In the Remark 5.3
below, we further study the compact complex manifolds Xs constructed in Proposi-
tion 3.1, and show that any Xs also admits a solution to the Strominger system with
α′ < 0. Hence, one has a family of explicit examples of compact complex manifolds
on which the property is not stable.
For the proof of non-closedness of the Strominger property with negative slope
parameter, we will consider the family Xt constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Next, we show that Xt admits a solution to the Strominger system with α′ < 0 for
every 0 < |t| < 1.
Since the compact complex manifold Xt has the structure of a torus bundle over
a complex 2-torus, we can consider the instanton constructed by Cardoso et al. [12].
They considered an abelian field strength configuration with (1,1)-form
F = i f dz1 ∧ dz¯1 − i f dz2 ∧ dz¯2 + eiγ
√
1
4
− f 2 dz1 ∧ dz¯2
− e−iγ
√
1
4
− f 2 dz2 ∧ dz¯1,
where the function f satisfies
i∂z2 f + ∂z1
(
e−iγ
√
1
4
− f 2
)
= 0, i∂z1 f + ∂z2
(
eiγ
√
1
4
− f 2
)
= 0.
Under these conditions, one gets
tr A ∧ A = F ∧ F = −1
2
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2. (5.1)
Here dz1 and dz2 denote the (1,0)-forms at the level of the Lie group, which descend
to the forms η1t and |t|η2t on the compact nilmanifold Xt = (N , Jt). Notice that the
Hermitian–Yang–Mills equation is satisfied, i.e.,
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A ∧ F2t,r = 0, (A)0,2 = (A)2,0 = 0.
Thus, by (5.1) we have tr A ∧ A = − 12 dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2 = |t|
2
2 η
11¯22¯
t , and
the anomaly cancellation equation becomes
r2(1 + 3|t|2)
2(1 − |t|2)2 η
11¯22¯
t = dTt,r
= α
′
4
(tr t,r ∧ t,r − tr A ∧ A) (5.2)
= α
′
4
(
r4(1 + |t|2 + 2|t|4)
|t|2(1 − |t|2)4 −
|t|2
2
)
η11¯22¯t .
This implies that the slope parameter is given by
α′ = 4r
2|t|2(1 + 3|t|2)(1 − |t|2)2
2 r4(1 + |t|2 + 2|t|4) − |t|4(1 − |t|2)4 .
Therefore, on Xt, 0 < |t| < 1, we can take a balanced metric Ft,r in (4.6) with r ∈ R∗
small enough such that r4 < |t|
4(1−|t|2)4
2(1+|t|2+2|t|4) , which ensures that α
′ < 0. In conclusion,
we have constructed a holomorphic family of compact complex manifolds (Xt)t∈,
where  = {t ∈ C | |t| < 1}, such that Xt has holomorphically trivial canonical
bundle for any t ∈ , and
(i) Xt admits a solution to the Strominger system with α′ < 0 for every t ∈ −{0},
but
(ii) X0 does not admit any balanced Hermitian metric.
In particular, the Strominger property with negative slope parameter is not closed
under holomorphic deformations. unionsq
Remark 5.2 In the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have considered the trivial instanton
A in the anomaly cancellation equation. It is worth to remark that one can construct
solutions with non-flat instanton on every compact complex manifold Xs = (M, J s).
For that, we must first enlarge the space of balanced J s-Hermitian metrics (3.2) by
Fs,r = i2 (ω
11¯ + s2 ω22¯ + r2 ω33¯), (5.3)
where r ∈ R∗. In fact, F2s,r is a closed form, so Fs,r defines a 1-parameter family
of balanced J s-Hermitian metrics on Xs . A similar calculation as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1 shows that the torsion Ts,r = J sd Fs,r and the curvature s,r of the
Strominger–Bismut connection satisfy
dTs,r = r2 2s
2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯, tr s,r ∧ s,r = 4r4 4s
2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯.
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Since the compact complex manifold Xs has the structure of a torus bundle over a
complex 2-torus, we can consider the instanton constructed in [12] and used in the
proof of Theorem 5.1. In this case, we consider dz1 and dz2 the (1,0)-forms at the level
of the Lie group, which descend to the forms ω1 and sω2 on the compact nilmanifold
Xs = (M, J s). Thus, by (5.1), we have tr A ∧ A = − 12 dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2 =
s2
2 ω
11¯22¯
, and the anomaly cancellation equation becomes
r2
2s2 + 1
s4
ω11¯22¯ = dTs,r
= α
′
4
(tr s,r ∧ s,r − tr A ∧ A) (5.4)
= α
′
4
(
4 r4
4s2 + 1
s4
− s
2
2
)
ω11¯22¯.
This implies that α′ = 8r2(2s2+1)8 r4(4s2+1)−s6 . Therefore, on the compact complex manifold
Xs we can take a balanced metric Fs,r in (5.3) with r ∈ R large enough such that
r4 > s
6
8(4s2+1) , which ensures that α
′ > 0.
Remark 5.3 Notice that, in Remark 5.2, taking r small enough such that 0 < r4 <
s6
8(4s2+1) , one has on every compact complex manifold X
s a solution to the Strominger
system with α′ < 0 in the anomaly cancellation equation. Thus, using the holomorphic
deformation of Xs constructed in Theorem 3.2, we get a family of examples for which
the Strominger property with α′ < 0 is non-stable.
Remark 5.4 In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have considered on Xt, 0 < |t| < 1,
the trivial instanton A in the anomaly cancellation equation. It is worth to remark that
one can construct solutions with α′ > 0 and non-flat instanton. Indeed, following the
proof of Theorem 5.1, it is enough to take a balanced metric Ft,r in (4.6) with r ∈ R∗
large enough such that r4 > |t|
4(1−|t|2)4
2(1+|t|2+2|t|4) , which ensures α
′ > 0.
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